
 

 

5 October 2022 
 

World Mental Health Day – Monday 10 October 2022 
 
Dear Parents/Carers 
 
The World Health Organisation (WHO) recognises World Mental Health Day on 10 October each year. The 
theme in 2022, set by the World Federation for Mental Health, is ‘Make mental health and wellbeing for all a 
global priority’. At TDMS, we believe that mental health and wellbeing is the basis for a happy and 
successful life at school and beyond. We strive to improve the wellbeing of our students and staff through 
the work that we do, seeking to build resilience, identify and monitor concerns, and support students and 
families who face challenges. 
 
Building resilience  
Following the pandemic, the mental health of young people is very much in the spotlight and we have a 
duty to them as young people to work alongside you, our parents/carers, to develop student resilience so 
that they are prepared for the future. Alongside our challenging curriculum, encouraging all our students to 
take part in the extra-activities afforded through our Character Academy such as sports, gardening, 
cooking, and drama, allows them to gain experience from which we hope they learn, develop, and grow as 
individuals. We also look to develop resilience through the tutor programme including morning meetings 
and our ethics lessons.  
 
Through the above we deliver a clear, coherent message: positive mental health is attainable for us all. We 
take opportunities such as the upcoming World Mental Health Day, to emphasise the importance of mental 
health and maintaining an open and positive environment. On Monday 10 October 2022, our year group 
morning meetings will be focused on this theme, our sixth form student leaders will be manning an 
information and ‘Let’s Talk’ stall at break and lunch, and the canteen will be serving an even wider selection 
of brain boosting treats.  
 
Supporting students 
Our tutorial system allows Heads of Year and Tutors to meet with tutees daily. This acts as a robust ‘first 
line’ to support students individually and in small groups. We encourage students to raise any concerns 
with a member of staff to whom they feel comfortable talking, and teaching and pastoral teams work 
together to identify any changes in behaviour and monitor any concerns. Our year group Achievement 
Leaders, many of whom are already, or are in the process of becoming Mental Health First Aiders, can also 
be accessed daily by students. TDMS also partners with a number of local professional counselling 
organisations such as The Wellbeing Crew, Positive Outcomes Project (POP), Mental Health in Schools 
Team (MHiST), and others who are available to work with students.  
 
If you have any questions or concerns, please contact me on aallen@the4stones.co.uk. 
 
Yours sincerely 

 
Mrs A Allen 
Deputy Headteacher  
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